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The European Climate Law provides a foundation for future EU climate policy, by committing member states to the EU-wide 2050 climate neutrality objective and the pursuit of negative emissions thereafter. Although the Climate Law defines what climate neutrality is at the EU level, and the Land-Use, Land-Use Change and Forestry (LULUCF) Regulation highlights the role of land-based removals in achieving it, current EU law does not define what constitutes “net zero” or “climate neutral” at an organisational or company level, nor does it set out the role of novel or innovative carbon dioxide removal (CDR) methods (e.g., biochar, BECCS, DACCS, etc.) in achieving net zero.

Climate claims are one way for companies to communicate their climate mitigation efforts. If such claims are false and do not stand up to scientific scrutiny, they become a tool for greenwashing and divert important private funding from true climate action. Without proper regulation and transparency, companies can be rewarded for claiming to benefit the climate while continuing to emit more carbon, damaging the well-being of people and the planet. In contrast, credible and scientifically sound climate claims could allow companies to differentiate themselves from their competitors, enabling citizens to make educated purchase decisions, or giving governments and civil society a tool to incentivise environmental stewardship and enable the rigorous mobilisation of private funding to support climate action.

Since the publication of the Carbon Removal Certification Framework (CRCF) proposal in November 2022, there has been an expectation that the Green Claims initiative would fill in this legislative gap by regulating the substantiation of climate claims that can be made based on certified carbon removals (i.e., climate neutrality or net zero claims).

A recent investigation into one of the world-leading GHG crediting programs found that more than 90% of its carbon credits used by companies to make such claims were largely inadequate, leading to follow-ups calling on the EU to disambiguate net zero claims. Unfortunately, neither the Commission’s Green Claims proposal nor any other EU law meets all these expectations, leaving a gap in the EU legislative puzzle.
Overview of existing EU legislation related to net zero claims

- **European Climate Law:** Sets (1) binding targets for the EU to reduce net greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 55% compared to 1990 by 2030; (2) climate neutrality target by 2050; (3) the aim to achieve net negative emissions thereafter. The Climate Law defines climate neutrality as balancing EU-wide GHG emissions with carbon dioxide removals, otherwise known as net zero.

- **Land-Use, Land-Use Change and Forestry (LULUCF):** Sets a target of 310 million tonnes of CO₂e per year by 2030 for conventional land-based carbon removals. Only 225 million of these tonnes per year can contribute to the Climate Law’s net zero targets.

- **Carbon Removal Certification Framework (CRCF):** Criteria to certify high-quality carbon removals and the process to monitor, report and verify their authenticity. The Commission proposal does not provide guidance on the use of certificates to substantiate net zero claims and Commission representatives have repeatedly stated that the CRCF would not consider guardrails on the use of credits, as the Green Claims and the European Sustainability Reporting Standards were meant to do that. It is moreover alarming that at this stage, the CRCF does not even sufficiently exclude non-removals from its remit and therefore cannot be trusted on its own as the basis of any claim substantiation.

- **European Sustainability Reporting Standards (ESRS):** Developed under the Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD), this delegated act aims to set robust annual reporting requirements for transition plans, net zero plans, emissions, removals and accounting methodologies. However, there are not sufficient and strong enough requirements for net zero claims and the use of carbon credits.

- **Empowering Consumers:** Bans unsubstantiated and generic environmental claims. The European Parliament proposed a ban on carbon neutrality claims for products.

- **Green Claims:** Sets guidelines for developing methodologies to substantiate green claims and requires offsetting data to be reported separately from emissions. However, it allows climate claims based on offsetting with emissions reduction and avoidance; it does not define net zero claims or residual emissions; it allows fossil fuel emissions to be balanced with removals in biogenic sinks.

Aligning with scientific consensus on what a net zero claim should and should not be

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) definition of net zero and climate neutrality is clear: a balancing of emissions with physical removals. The scientific community has extended these definitions to the question of net zero claims set by countries and other entities, making it clear that emissions must be balanced with removals, not avoidance or emissions reduction, in order to calculate net GHG emissions for the purpose of demonstrating net zero or climate neutrality (see e.g., Oxford Principles, SBTi net-zero standard, Nature).

The current Green Claims proposal allows climate-claims based on emission reductions and avoidance. The ESRS’ also allows net zero claims to be made with any carbon credit whether from emission avoidance, reductions, or external removal projects for which there is no obligation to be linked to the CRCF.

In keeping with clear scientific guidance, offsetting with carbon units that are not based on physically removing and storing carbon but are based on emission reductions and avoidance must be barred from use in substantiating claims about net climate impacts (such as carbon footprint, net emissions, progress toward net zero, etc.). If left unaddressed, net zero claims based on this kind of offsetting will proliferate, mislead carbon accounts, disrupt carbon prices and give the impression that progress is being made with little to no substantive climate benefits to show for it.

Projects which finance the avoidance or reduction of emissions are valuable in their own right. In many cases they generate positive social and environmental impacts. Companies which contribute to financing these projects should be welcome to claim to have contributed to those positive outcomes, but not to make claims based on a logic of compensation or neutralisation for emissions and climate impacts.

Section 7 of ESRS E1 requires removals inside value chains to link to CRCF and be separated by removal activity and storage method (biogenic, technological, hybrid). Voluntary net zero plans must provide details on how residual emissions will be balanced only by these internal removals.
Pursuing durable net zero with geological balance

The policies we create must make sense on a physical scientific basis when dealing with the earth’s carbon fluxes. The European Commission has recognised this principle with its Sustainable Carbon Cycles communication. A sustainable state of net zero should stay true to this principle.

Policy recommendation:

- Ensure the definition of net zero is aligned with scientific consensus by disallowing the use of carbon credits generated from emission reductions and emission avoidance to balance emissions and thereby substantiate net zero claims. These forms of climate action are important but should be financed through other means. Only carbon credits generated from carbon removal should be allowed to substantiate net zero claims.

For the purpose of tracking anthropogenic carbon flows and determining if they are out of balance, we can simplify the carbon cycle to three key “spheres”: the atmosphere, the biosphere (marine and terrestrial vegetation and biomass, biologically active soils, etc.) and the geosphere (rocks, sediments, fossil fuels, etc.). To halt global warming, we need to reduce net emissions to the atmosphere to zero. However, most current net zero plans intend on balancing carbon dioxide and fossil fuel emissions with removals in the biosphere: e.g., through afforestation or restoring ecosystems. However, even with dramatic emission reductions and the scale up of removals, if residual carbon emissions are only or mainly to be taken up by the biosphere, it would lead to an unsustainable net zero state.

Each storage method for carbon removal has a different risk of being reversed, with the carbon re-emitted to the atmosphere. This reversal risk exists on a spectrum which maps onto the spheres described above. Higher-durability storage with very low reversal risks usually corresponds to the geosphere. Geological storage capacity is an order of magnitude higher than storage potential in the biosphere, estimated at 482 gigatonnes in Europe. Geological storage integrates into the long-term carbon cycle which has a turnover of millions of years. Geological storage is also simpler to monitor and quantify.

Lower-durability storage on the other hand corresponds to the biosphere. The biosphere has a finite capacity to store additional carbon (maximum estimates in the order of 5-10 GtCO2/yr), and is exposed to the short-term carbon cycle’s reversal risks (e.g., fire, drought, disease) – made all the more vulnerable by climate change. Land use, conversion and resource extraction also limit its carbon storage potential. Moreover, accounting for carbon dioxide in the biosphere can be very complex. We must aim to restore soil and vegetation carbon levels as close as possible to the levels they once supported before human intervention, but ecosystems can only sustainably hold a finite amount of carbon before they “saturate” and are unable to sequester more carbon. We will also need the maximum carbon absorbing capacity of the biosphere to counteract the increased release of carbon from the biosphere caused by climate change and the earth’s system feedbacks. There is no additional “headroom” for use in offsetting industrial emissions.

Both of these types of storage are important, but because of the difference in reversal risk and expected timescales, they are non-fungible and need to be treated separately. Depending on their source, CO2 emissions stem from either the short- or long-term carbon cycle. Any carbon storage which is used to compensate for emissions and claim net-zero needs to be commensurate in timescale with the nature of the emission.

The current Green Claims proposal allows the use of any and all carbon credits, including from improved forest management and renewable energy projects, which purport to avoid emissions, without any clear criteria for which emissions these can compensate nor which climate claims they can substantiate. Removal and storage of carbon into the biosphere must be accelerated for its own sake to halt and reverse the loss of ecosystems and natural carbon stocks, but it must be ineligible as a means of claiming to balance fossil fuel emissions.

Failing to enshrine this non-fungibility or like-for-like principle between the biosphere and geosphere in EU law would allow companies using fossil fuels to continue offsetting their long-lived emissions through projects with shorter-term carbon storage and a higher risk of reversal thus creating unsustainable carbon fluxes and additional risks for future generations.

Policy recommendations:

- Enshrine into EU law the aim to pursue durable net zero, which could be applied at the global, EU, sectoral and company levels.
- Refine climate targets to ensure that the extraction of carbon from the geosphere and biosphere is balanced with removal and storage of carbon back into the geosphere and biosphere respectively, like-for-like.
- For net zero claims, require that carbon extracted from the geosphere or biosphere is balanced with equivalent removals, like-for-like, as above.

Both of these types of storage are important, but because of the difference in reversal risk and expected timescales, they are non-fungible and need to be treated separately. Depending on their source, CO₂ emissions stem from either the short- or long-term carbon cycle. Any carbon storage which is used to compensate for emissions and claim net-zero needs to be commensurate in timescale with the nature of the emission.

The current Green Claims proposal allows the use of any and all carbon credits, including from improved forest management and renewable energy projects, which purport to avoid emissions, without any clear criteria for which emissions these can compensate nor which climate claims they can substantiate. Removal and storage of carbon into the biosphere must be accelerated for its own sake to halt and reverse the loss of ecosystems and natural carbon stocks, but it must be ineligible as a means of claiming to balance fossil fuel emissions.

Failing to enshrine this non-fungibility or like-for-like principle between the biosphere and geosphere in EU law would allow companies using fossil fuels to continue offsetting their long-lived emissions through projects with shorter-term carbon storage and a higher risk of reversal thus creating unsustainable carbon fluxes and additional risks for future generations.

---

The ESRS will already require companies to report much, if not all, of the data required to rigorously substantiate climate claims following the non-fungibility principle. Emissions will be disaggregated from carbon credits. Carbon removals will be quantified separately from emission reduction credits, and all of these will be differentiated by type of carbon storage (geological or biological). Pursuing durable net zero through the Green Claims Directive would therefore not be an additional burden for companies. It would only entail a repackaging of available information to substantiate a specific climate claim.

Defining hard-to-abate emissions

While there is clear consensus that we must achieve net zero (and climate neutrality), first by eliminating emissions and then continuing toward absolute zero emissions, some emissions are more difficult or expensive to eliminate than others. The question of which emissions should or must be reduced immediately, and which emissions will continue during the journey to climate neutrality is critical. The ESRS indicates that residual emissions are what remains after 90–95% emission reductions with slight variations by sector, but this indication does not lead to any reporting obligations for making net-zero claims. In the Green Claims proposal, the Commission recognises that only residual emissions should be addressed through carbon removals but fails to explain what constitutes residual emissions or at least provide a plan for how such a definition would be developed.

Policy recommendations:

• Set an abatement cost threshold above which emissions are defined as hard-to-abate and which also takes into account behavioural barriers.

• Establish a transparent process for classifying emissions on a regular basis by empowering an agency to review and categorise emissions based on impact assessments and multi-stakeholder consultations. As technology evolves, costs reduce and circumstances change, so emissions will need to be re-classified.

Only the most difficult to decarbonise processes and their emissions should be eligible to balance with carbon removals to ensure that this boundary is not manipulated to deter from reduction efforts. Carbon removals should only be used to balance hard-to-abate emissions. Without a clear attempt to hold actors accountable to standardised sector-specific definitions of what constitute residual emissions, net zero claims cannot be substantiated in a robust and trustworthy manner. The definition should be revised on a regular basis to account for technological innovations.

Figure 4: Sectoral breakdowns of residual emissions at mid-century in the most ambitious scenarios


Data are for countries that featured projections with quantified sectoral breakdowns. Year depicted is 2050 for all countries besides Sweden, which has projections for 2045 when it reaches net zero. Finland has a target of net zero at 2035 but includes projections for 2050. Note that some countries group electricity and transport into energy, and the United States does not report agriculture but rather CO₂ and other GHGs.
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Carbon Gap is a climate not-for-profit focused on eliminating the carbon dioxide that’s already heating up the planet. We exist to drive essential climate action by helping Europe become a leader in carbon removal, working with scientists, NGOs, governments, and businesses to unlock the support for a full spectrum of safe and scalable carbon removal techniques, storing carbon safely in trees, soils, oceans, rocks, and the built environment.

We are independent - funded exclusively by climate philanthropy, inclusive - open to all safe methods for taking carbon from the air and storing it responsibly, and planet-first - advancing the carbon removal that the planet needs to restore our atmosphere.